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Designing Vegetable Gardens
Design Basics / Managing Challenges / Greater Yield Options
Design Basics





Lay out your garden in beds rather than rows
Small gardens can be very bountiful
Sunny locations are best
When planning your garden, plan for water
Give plants elbow room

Managing for Challenges





Protecting from deer
Planning for drought
Planning for insects and diseases
Crop rotation

Options for Greater yields




Trellising
Succession planting
Extending the Season

Planting Plan for 4′ x 16′ Vegetable Bed
This plan provides for a wide variety of vegetable types and harvest dates in order to
provide the most nutrition in this amount of space.

● 4′ trellis

Cukes

Radishes
followed by

Sugar Snap Peas
● 6′ trellis

Tomato

Lettuce

(variety with good
side shoot production)

followed by

●

●

Pole Beans

(succession planted)

Carrots

Broccoli
Early Onions

Spinach

followed by

Lettuce (succession planted)

To Optimize Plant Health:
Keep soils well-supplied with organic matter, nutrients and water.
Compost is a great option!

followed by

Kale

Green Pepper

Early Beets

North

Rationale for Crop Placement
● The goal is to capture as much of the sunlight

as possible during the entire growing season.
● Tall crops are placed on the north side of the bed

For Tillage:
A broadfork is helpful as it loosens soil without killing worms or destroying
soil structure.

For Weed Control:
A collinear hoe is helpful for larger areas, a hand hoe for smaller ones

For Insect Control:
Floating row covers on squash and cucumbers up until pollination
Spinosad works against potato beetles (along with scouting)

so that they don’t shade the shorter crops.
● Cucumbers and tomatoes are placed together

because a 4 ft. trellis is adequate for them.
● Winter squash is on an end because it can grow
quite large and this gives it “overflow” room,
and so that it can be easily wrapped in row cover
fabric to prevent infestation from cucumber beetles
and squash bugs (fabric will be removed when
blossoms are ready to be pollinated).
● Peas and pole beans are next to each other as they
require a 6 ft. trellis.
● Green peppers need a lot of sunlight, so they are on
the eastern edge of the bed where they will receive
the maximum amount of morning sunlight.

Design for a Second Bed of “Field Crops”

`

Potatoes

Sweet Corn

Squash (winter or summer)

6 hills

6 hills

2 hills

Rationale for Field Crop Placement
● Squash is on an end because it can grow

quite large and this gives it “overflow” room,
and so that it can be easily wrapped in row cover
fabric to prevent infestation from cucumber beetles
and squash bugs (fabric will be removed when
blossoms are ready to be pollinated).
● Potatoes are also on an end so that they can be dug
without disturbing the other crops
● Corn is planted in a block to help with pollination
by wind

Two good reference books:
“The New Organic Grower” by Eliot Coleman
“The Vegetable Gardner’s Bible” by Edward C. Smith

BRING IN
Section of drip hose
Pressure regulator
DripWorks catalog
Floating row cover
Hoop bender (at office)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7Sq2ae_iKU
http://gardenplanner.motherearthnews.com/gardenplanner/gardenplanner.html

http://gardenplanner.motherearthnews.com/

The vegetable garden of Abundance at La Chatonniere

